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          HUMAN DEPENDENCY AND 
CHRISTIAN ETHICS 

 Dependency is a central aspect of human existence, as are depend-
ent care relations: relations between caregivers and young children, 
persons with disabilities, or frail elderly persons. In this book, 
Sandra Sullivan- Dunbar argues that many prominent interpret-
ations of Christian love either obscure dependency and care, or fail 
to adequately address injustice in the global social organization of 
care. Sullivan- Dunbar engages a wide- ranging interdisciplinary con-
versation among Christian ethics, economics, political theory, and 
care scholarship, drawing on the rich body of recent feminist work 
reintegrating dependency and care into the economic, political, and 
moral spheres. She identii es essential elements of a Christian ethic 
of love and justice for dependent care relations in a globalized care 
economy. She also suggests resources for such an ethic including 
Catholic social thought, feminist political ethics of care, disability 
and vulnerability studies, and Christian theological accounts of the 
divine- human relation. 

 Sandra Sullivan-Dunbar is Associate Professor of Christian Ethics at 
Loyola University Chicago, where she teaches feminist ethics, social 
ethics and sexual ethics. She holds a PhD in Religious Ethics from 
the University of Chicago, an MA in Ethics and Social h eory from 
the Graduate h eological Union, a Master of Divinity from the Jesuit 
School of h eology at Santa Clara University, and a Master of Public 
Policy from the University of California at Berkeley.    
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     New Studies  in Christian Ethics    

   General Editor 

   Robin Gill    

  Editorial Board 

   Stephen R.  L .  Clark,  Stanley Hauerwas,  Robin W.  Lovin    

 Christian ethics has increasingly assumed a central place within academic theology. 
At the same time, the growing power and ambiguity of modern science and the 
rising dissatisfaction within the social sciences about claims to value neutrality 
have prompted renewed interest in ethics within the secular academic world. 
h ere is, therefore, a need for studies in Christian ethics that, as well as being 
concerned with the relevance of Christian ethics to the present- day secular debate, 
are well informed about parallel discussions in recent philosophy, science, or social 
science. New Studies in Christian Ethics aims to provide books that do this at 
the highest intellectual level and demonstrate that Christian ethics can make a 
distinctive contribution to this debate –  either in moral substance or in terms of 
underlying moral justii cations.  

    T itles  published in the series .  

  1.       Rights and Christian Ethics  ,   Kieran   Cronin    

  2.       Biblical Interpretation and Christian Ethics  ,   Ian   McDonald    

  3.       Power and Christian Ethics  ,   James   Mackey    

  4.       Plurality and Christian Ethics  ,   Ian S.   Markham    

  5.       Moral Action and Christian Ethics  ,   Jean   Porter    

  6.       Responsibility and Christian Ethics  ,   William   Schweiker    

  7.       Justice and Christian Ethics  ,   E. Clinton   Gardner    

  8.       Feminism and Christian Ethics  ,   Susan   Parsons    

  9.       Sex, Gender and Christian Ethics  ,   Lisa Sowle   Cahill    

  10.       h e Environment and Christian Ethics  ,   Michael   Northcott    

  11.       Concepts of Person and Christian Ethics  ,   Stanley   Rudman    

  12.       Priorities and Christian Ethics  ,   Garth   Hallett    

  13.       Community, Liberalism and Christian Ethics  ,   David   Fergusson    
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